
 

 

 

To the Culinary Community,  

 

In the continued effort to support the local economy at this critical time, our industry has come 

together to create a new online restaurant hub -To Go Toronto.  

 

To Go Toronto will act as a resource for the delivery and takeout options that are currently 

available throughout Toronto - encouraging residents to support local businesses while 

respecting health guidelines and staying home.  

 

This new site, powered by Tourism Toronto in partnership with industry leaders and 

advocates, builds on the tremendous work done by the culinary community to both adapt to a 

new reality and to inform the public about what’s open and what’s available. It gives locals an 

updated resource of culinary options, and gives businesses another tool to help manage 

through the crisis.  

 

The site will allow consumers to sort dining options available in Toronto by delivery, takeout, 

location and culinary type and is open to all restaurants in the city.  

 
Every Toronto restaurant that is currently offering delivery and/or takeout is invited to 
participate. 
 
This hub is aimed to deliver a clean and comprehensive resource with links to the preferred path 
to purchase (website, yelp, delivery app etc.) There is no cost and no commission for listing on 
the site.  
 
To sign-up with listing:  
1. Visit www.ToGoToronto.com 
2. Click “Add Your Restaurant” 
3. Fill out the fields, make sure to include an image. 
4. Hit ‘submit’ when complete. 
 
Approved listings will be live on the site within 24 hours from submission. If at any time offerings 
change, or there is a need to pause service, businesses can easily remove or change listings. 
 

For questions, or if you are a business that cannot facilitate takeout or delivery options on their 

existing website, please contact Sarah Jarvis at sjarvis@torcvb.com.   

 

Most importantly, please share the ToGoToronto.com link as widely as possible to help support 

our local businesses by making it easy for residents to find great takeout and delivery options 

during this isolation period.  

 

We are thinking of everyone during this VERY challenging time.   
 
Sincerely,  
 



 

 
TO GO TORONTO  


